BehringerMods.com
Instructions for modification of Behringer DEQ analog inputs and outputs
The following instructions will cover the details of fully modifying a unit with analog output and analog input upgrades. Steps
that are specific to these options will be labelled and can be skipped if you did not purchase them.
These modifications require a high level of assembly and skill. It is not recommended for a beginner at electronics. If you
doubt your ability to complete the mods correctly, please contact BehringerMods to arrange an installation service.
BehringerMods take no responsibility for damage caused to your equipment by modification.

The modification package should come with the following parts:
Analog Out Mods
•
•
•
•

Populated PCB
Ribbon Cable
Ground wire
PCB Stands

Analog Input Mods
•
•
•
•

Populated PCB
Ribbon Cable
Ground wire
PCB Stands

Below is a diagram showing how the components should be connected for a fully modified unit. Colours are for visual clarity
only, they do not match the actual wire colours.
Red = Signal ribbon from the DAC output pins on the back of the main PCB >> to the output upgrade PCB >> to the output
XLRs.
Blue = Signal ribbon from the capacitors near the input XLRs >> to the input upgrade PCB >> to the ADC input pins on the
back of the main PCB.
Green = Positive and negative power from top of C8, C9 on the rear PCB >> to the upgrade PCBs.
Yellow = Analog ground from the output XLR pin 1 >> to the upgrade PCBs.

Ribbon Code:
1) Black = In L +
2) White = In L 3) Grey = In R +
4) Violet = In R 5) Blue = V6) Green = V+
7) Yellow = Out L +
8) Orange = Out L 9) Red = Out R +
10) Brown = Out R -

Get a cup of tea or coffee. Remove the equipment cover and keep the screws in a dish.

Use the pointy nosed pliers to gently remove the glue securing the PCB power connector.

Do the same for the rear PCB and screen ribbon connectors.

New PCBs come with self-adhesive pads, so you can simply peel off the protective film and press the PCB in place.
Place your BehringerMods PCB(s) in the equipment case as shown, taking care that they will not overlap other components.

Remove the 4 screws securing the main PCB and keep it in a safe location (away from solder splashes).

Remove all screws on the rear of the unit and take out the rear PCB.

(Analog Output Mods) Take the rear PCB and use the cutters to snip pins 2 and 3 on each of the XLR output plugs. Cut once
at the bottom of the pin and once near the top to leave a clear disconnected gap. Leave the ground pins alone.

(Analog Input Mods) Remove capacitors C17, C19, C26 and C28. Heat them from the back and pull them out. It may be
easier to first cut the capacitor body off, then remove each pin individually. The PCB holes are delicate.

(Analog Input Mods) Connect the ribbon wires to the + pad from each removed capacitor as shown. C26 = L+ Black, C17 =
L- White, C19 + R+ Grey, C28 = R- Violet.

Look at the back of the main PCB and remove the soft cover at the back of the main ribbon connector.

(Analog Input Mods) Strip the ends of the Yellow, Orange, Red and Brown ribbon wires. Solder each wire to the pins on the
back of the main PCB as shown below. Make sure there are no short circuits.

(Analog Output Mods) Strip the ends of the Black, White, Grey and Violet ribbon wires. Solder each wire to the pins on the
back of the main PCB as shown below. Make sure there are no short circuits.

To save the psu from working harder than needed, cut the two power legs (4 and 8) on each unused op-amp. Be very
careful not to damage the PCB below. It works best to cut sideways towards the chip body to avoid touching the PCB.

This image shows the op-amps to be 'de-activated'.

(Analog Output Mods) Strip the ends of the Yellow, Orange, Red and Brown ribbon wires and solder them to the cut pins on
the output XLRs as shown.

Take the rear PCB and main PCB and secure them in place again on the main chassis.

(Analog Input Mods) Connect the ribbon plug to the Input PCB. The other end should already be soldered to the removed
capacitors on the Rear PCB and the base of the ribbon socket Main PCB.

(Analog Output Mods) Connect the ribbon plug to the Output PCB. The other end should already be soldered to the Out
XLRs and also the base of the ribbon socket on the Main PCB.

Take a length of supplied wire and solder one end to the ground pin (pin 1) of an output XLR. Route the wire to the 'GND' pad
on the Input and Output PCBs (you can daisy-chain from one PCB to the next) and solder it. Shown in yellow below.

Power connections for the upgrade PCBs are taken from the rear PCB at the top of capacitors C8 & C9. These parts are
quite small so be careful not to overheat or short circuit them. Connect the Green ribbon wire (Power+) to the top of C8 and
the blue ribbon wire (Power-) to the top of C9.

If you are installing more than one PCB, the next board can be linked to the previous one to supply power for all in a chain.
Connect the first PCB to power as described above. Then, connect the second PCB ribbon lines Green (V+) and Blue (V-) to
the first PCB pads marked V+ and V-

(Analog Input Mods) On the ribbon cable from main PCB to the rear PCB, snip lines 1, 2, 4 & 5 from the red end.

(Analog Output Mods) On the ribbon cable from main PCB to the rear PCB, snip lines 7, 8, 10 & 11 from the red end.

(Analog Input Mods) Remove two surface mount capacitors on the main PCB, C11 and C12. Ensure solder does not shortcircuit the pads.

Reassemble everything and connect any remaining parts of the unit, PSU cable, front screen ribbon etc... Check for solder
drops on any of the PCBs. Double check all your work!

Confirm:
Input PCB lines Black, White, Grey, Violet are connected to the rear PCB where capacitors were removed.
Input PCB lines Yellow, Orange, Red, Brown are connected to the main PCB ribbon socket pins.
Input PCB lines Green and Blue are connected to the rear PCB C8 & C9 or to another upgrade PCB to receive power.
Input PCB GND pad is connected to system ground at the analog XLR pin 1 or another upgrade PCB.
Main PCB C11 and C12 are removed.
Main ribbon lines 1, 2, 4, 5 are cut.
Output PCB lines Yellow, Orange, Red, Brown are connected to the rear PCB XLRs.
Output PCB lines Black, White, Grey, Violet are connected to the main PCB ribbon socket pins.
Output PCB lines Green and Blue are connected to the rear PCB C8 & C9 or to another upgrade PCB to receive power.
Output PCB GND pad is connected to system ground at the analog XLR pin 1.
Main ribbon lines 7, 8, 10, 11 are cut.
This should be job done. Enjoy!

